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Abstract 

The presentation looks at the historical transformations of the struggles around the meaning of a 

conflictual political past, focusing on the experience of the countries in the Southern Cone of South 

America –Uruguay, Chile, and particularly Argentina. There are multiple levels and layers at which 

these processes take place: from personal processes of healing and/or the maintenance of open 

wounds among survivors, through symbolic representations and cultural performances, to institutional 

practices such as trials, investigative commissions, economic reparations, monuments and territorial 

markers, or commemorations. State actors and societal ones –particularly the various groups 

identified as part of the human rights movements—participate in these processes.  

 

At any moment, different actors express their will to present ONE narrative of the past, trying to make 

their own interpretation the hegemonic, legitimate, “official” or normal one, with the hope that it will 

become part of “common sense”, accepted by all. Yet struggles develop among conflicting and 

competing interpretations and memories of the past, and about the location of these understandings 

and memories in the democratization process. 

  

The basic message is that the passage of time does not imply closure or a societal sense of having 

settled accounts with the past. The time dimension in histories of political confrontation and violence, 

of repression and suffering, is not linear –thus, the common sense saying “as time passes one forgets” 

is not true.  What has to be recognized, then, is that looking at a conflictual and painful past, and 

searching for its meaning, is a never-ending undertaking, involving at the same time the memories of 

the past and the building of the future.  
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